
Enabled by Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
New mobile devices have put cameras in the hands of users, providing an easy and convenient way to 
document the world and be creative. When you combine greater camera accessibility with a powerful photo 
editing tool, users have the ability to create stunning images easily. 

With the Paper Camera app by JFDP Labs Limited, users of Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android* now have the 
ability to enhance their photos with professional-style editing effects. It can transform photos to look like 
pastel drawings, comic-books, gothic imagery and more in real time. 

Paper Camera features:

  •  Real time effects displayed on the Android* tablet camera feed. View the world through 
      an original, stylish and captivating lens that helps to frame the best picture possible. 

  •  Numerous effects are available to transform your visual creations. It’s a resource for 
      cartoon/sketch/comic book/half tone/noir/neon and many other effects right on 
      the camera.

  •  Paper Camera also has editing tools, flash, zoom and the ability to easily share images to 
      social apps, cloud services and more.  
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Transform Photographs into Art with Paper Camera 
Paper Camera takes advantage of the high resolution camera, slick visual display and interactive touch 
capabilities of new Intel Atom tablets for Android*. This simple yet powerful app brings a new dimension to 
photography, with numerous tools and real-time effects that can turn the most ordinary photograph into a 
stunning visual display, including: 

Comic Boom

This default effect converts images into what looks like an animated 
comic strip, or a finely-crafted painting.  

Sketch Up

This transforms photos into what looks to be a black-and-white pencil 
sketch. The contrast of light and strong strokes makes it great to use for 
portraits and still objects.

Aquarello

This high contrast, saturated effect provides image intensity and vibrant 
colors to any photograph. 

Old Printer

This effect gives photographs a grainy, old printer look that produces a 
stark, nostalgic feel. 

Andy Pop

This tribute to Andy Warhol offers a fun, pop art design that splits an 
image into four boxes with redesigned colors. 

Pastel Perfect

Provides a light, feminine look with pastel hues. It’s a great feature for 
pictures of flowers and landscapes.

Gotham Noir

This dark and gritty black and white effect transforms photos into gothic-
looking art. 



Paper Camera Powered  
by Intel

Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android* 
now have a powerful photo 
editing and enhancement tool with 
Paper Camera. The high quality 
camera, Intel® Atom processor, 
full HD high-resolution display 
and interactive touch capabilities 
make new Android* tablets a 
perfect medium to take, edit and 
create stunning photos with Paper 
Camera.
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